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Mr. Dieckman’s Physics 1st

Phone (cell): 715- 558-6354
Email: I dieckmanhayyard.k12.wi.us
Facebook: Joe Dieckman
Call hours: 9:00- 2:30 (or by appointment)

Google Classroom Code: ffaq6d7

This is a packet that we will be doing for the 4th Quarter.
This will cover Velocity and Acceleration. For the start we
will cover Velocity and I will also upload videos of me
explaining notes and worksheets if you all would like.

I am giving you all my contact information that I
frequently check throughout my day. USE IT
APPROPRIATELY!!! Like I always say in class, “It is
literally my job to help all of you. Please ask questions.”

To turn these assignments in, the easiest way is to take a
picture of your work and send it to me. If that won’t work,
please let me know and we will figure something out.

I hope all of you are staying safe and healthy!! We will get
through this together!

Mr. Dieckman
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Velocity Power Point Notes

I

Pictures say 1000 words...

-

. - --- -- :---r- ---
- :- ‘za*w
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Position vs Time Graphs
—

____

• Motion can be studied using a position vs. time
graph.

POSITION (or DISPLACEMENT) on the vertical axis

TIME on the horizontal axis.

a The SLOPE of the line indicates the VELOCITY

25 1

1) 10 20 31) 40 5)) 60
Thnc ()

E

0

Poion s. Time

[‘nOtion v.

l)

OR

‘N
• Slope (which is the velocity), can be calculated by

finding the change in position over the change in time

(x2—x1)

RUN
(y?—yI)

RISE over

\
10 20 30 40 50

Time (s)
60 70 80
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a So let’s try it:

x2= xI=

2) Calculate the change between the points.

Difference in Position (y)

Difference in Time (x) =

3) Calculate

Slope = Position I Time

(y2-y1)!(x2—x1)

AND REMEMBER, SLOPE = VELOCITY

c:?[ICUkItWi9 *

I

Position vs. Time

OIiIiI I
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Time (s)

1) Choose 2 points to start and end at.

Y2 = yl =
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• POSITIVE slope indicates a POSITIVE velocity
Positive velocity means it is moving forward

• The greater the slope, the greater the velocity
The less the slope, the smaller the velocity

Position vs. lime

Which has a greater

velocity?

A — It has a greater

slope and is steeper.

Which has a greater

velocity?

They are both

the same. Neither

A

E 20

15

10

5 ll_) [5 20 25
Time (s)

• ZERO slope indicates a ZERO velocity
Zero slope means that the line is horizontal

0T

Posiüon vs. Time

25

21)

is moving. 11)

1)

A

B

5 10 15

‘lime (s)
20 25
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• NEGATIVE slope indicates a NEGATIVE velocity

Negative velocity means that the object is traveling in t
negative direction.

Which has a greater

negative velocity?

B — It has a greater

slope, therefore a

(0 15 20
lime ()

1So what is happening at each of these positions?

A) Moving forward

B) Stopped

C) Moving iii negative direction

0) Moving forward
s. Time

Could you calculate /1’

• ithe velocity for each

portion? 15-
1

• YES!

—R.seover-Run •••••

_____________________

0 5 0 IS
Time (s)

I will also post a video of me explaining the
notes in the near future.

e

eater neg velocity

30

2S

E 20-

E is

10-

Po5ition VS. lime

A

B

21) 2
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Week 1

4/20- 4/24

Worksheets I Uploaded on
Google Classroom

*If you did these don’t need to do
them again. If you did not do

these, these WILL HELP.
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Name

co
a)

4—

C)
C\J

0

a-

a)
4-,

C)
E
C
0
4-

Cl,
0
a-

1 28 3 4Un2, S 3, VO Jnqn1AlDceleration
time (seconds)

Date____________ Pd
Constant Velocity Particle Model Worksheet 1:

Motion Maps and Position vs. Time Graphs
1. Given the following position vs. time graph, draw a motion map with one dot for each second.

Position vs. Time

Urn 5m

I I I I I

0123456
time (seconds)

Describe the motion of the object in words:

Given the following motion map. here positions have been recorded with one dot each second, dra\v a
position vs. time graph.

Om 5m
I I I Position vs. Time

I I I I
V

. •a••
begin

• 4’• 4•
• end

.‘ •‘ •‘fr

Describe the motion of the object in words:
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3. Consider the position vs. time graph below for cyclists A and B.

E
><

a. Do the cyclists start at the same point? How do you know? If not, which is ahead?

b. At t 7s, which cyclist is ahead? I-low do you know?

c. Which cyclist is traveling faster at 3s? Ho\v do you know?

d. Are their velocities equal at any time? How do you know?

e. What is happening at the intersection of lines A and B?

f. Draw a motion map for cyclists A and B.

Om

5 t(s)

11111
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4. Consider the new position vs. time graph below for cyclists A and B.

E
x

a. How does the motion of the cyclist A in this graph compare to that of A in question 3?

b. How does the motion of cyclist B in this graph compare to that of B in question 3?

c. Which cyclist has the greater speed? How do you know?

d. Describe what is happening at the intersection of lines A and B.

e. Which cyclist has traveled further during the first 5 seconds? How do you know?

f. Draw a motion map for cyclists A and B.

Cm

I I

Previous graph
x

Newgraph

5 t(s) 5 t(s)
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5. An overhead snapshot of Dorothy and Toto walking along the yellow brick road is shown below.
—

_____

I
/

a. From start to finish, who travels farther? Justify our answer.

/
/

b. Develop two different definitions for measuring “how far” something travels.

Na me

I

‘I
4

A
4.. /

I
T
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Date Pd

Constant Velocity Particle Model Worksheet 2:

Position vs. Time Graphs

1. Robin, rollerskating down a marked sidewalk, was observed at the following positions at the times listed
below:

t (s)

1.0

5.0

x (m)

12.0

20.0

A

— ——— ————

a. Plot a position vs. time graph for the skater.

b. Explain how you can use the graph to determine how far he was from the origin at t = 6.Os.

c. Write a mathematical expression that describes the skater’s motion.

d. Was his speed constant over the entire interval? How do you know?
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2. In a second trial, the timer started her watch a bit sooner. The following data were obtained:

0.0 4.0

4.0 16.0

8.0 28.0 —

———b

a. Plot the position vs. time graph for the skater.

b. How far from the origin was the skater at t = 5.Os? How do you know?

c. Was the skaters speed constant? If so, hat was it?

d. In the first trial, the skater was further along at 2s than he was in the second trial. Does this mean that he
was going faster? Explain your answer.
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3. Suppose now that our skater was observed in a third trial. The following data were obtained:

0.0

8.0

16.0

0.0

3.0

8.0

a. Plot the position vs. time graph for the skater.

b. What do you think is happening during the time interval: t 4s to t 6s? I-low do you know?

c. What do you think is happening during the time interval: t 6s to t = I Os? How do you know?

d. Determine the skater’s average velocity from t = Os to t 16s. (Average velocity is the displacement
(final position minus initial position) divided by time elapsed.)

e. Determine the skater’s average speed from t = Os tot 16s. (Average speed path length divided by time
elapsed.)

4a. In what situation might average speed be a better measure of motion than average velocity?

4b. In what situation might average velocity be a better measure of motion than average speed?
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Most neg. v

B

6
x

0 110ts)

C

E
x

10.

0
0

D

10 (s)

E

110 t(s)

15

6
x

10

F

0 0

5. Rank the following:

A
E

25

C

2
x

10

3

a. Rank the graphs according to which show the greatest average velocity from the beginning to the end
of the motion. (Zero is greater than negative, and ties are possible.)

Most
pos. v 1

_________

2 3 4 5 6

Explain your reasoning for your ranking:

b. Rank the graphs according to which show the greatest average speed from the beginning to the end
of the motion.

Greatest 1

_________

2 3 4 5 6 Least

Explain your reasoning for your ranking:

0 3
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Unit 3: CVPM Name________________

Worksheet 3 Date Period_______

Using Number Lines: Measuring Position and Clock Reading and
Finding Change in Position, Elapsed Time, and Average Velocity

On each number line, you will see two cars: an initial car (dashed) and a final car (solid). Above each car is
a stopwatch Assume that the position scales are calibrated in centimeters and the stopwatches are
calibrated in seconds.
• Record the positions of each car.
• Write a mathematical expression for calculating the change in position of the car.
• Record the change in position of the car.
• Do the same for the clock readings.
• Calculate the average velocity for each trip.
• Show all of the steps shown in the example in each of the following problems.

Example:

I I ii
change in posit

ge velocil)
change in clock n.

Ax

At=t_t. At

6.0cm
v = 6.0 cm — 0.0 cm At = 3.0 s — 0.0 s

3.0 s
=6.0crn At=3s cm

1.
p
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______________
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=
—

V = =

4.

.4

-10 -5 5

iiiirrii



6.

_

-

p ()I
I III I 11111 I

9.

7.

8.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I

© n



For the problems that follow, the car travels from point A to point B and then turns around to travel to point
C. For each problem calculate the displacement from A to C (z1), the elapsed time from A to C

the distance traveled from A to C along the path ABC (d). the average velocity from A to C

(,4c). and the average speed of the car after it had traveled the path ABC (s4). Remember that
average speed is calculated as:

distance traveled ..
. daverage speed = which in symbols is speed = —

elapsed time lt

12.

_____

10.

-10 -5 0 5 10

II.

B

-10 -5 0 5 10

on



Name______________________________________________

Date____________ Pd

Constant Velocity Particle Model Worksheet 1:

Motion Maps and Position vs. Time Graphs

1. Given the following position vs. time graph. draw a motion map with one dot for each second.

Position vs. Time
1rou1, G. Ia Paz, D. Rice, R. Rice 21 Unit 2, WS 3b, V2.O Uniform Acceleration



Describe the motion of the object in words:

• Given the following motion map, where positions have been recorded with one dot each second, draw a
position vs. time graph.

• 4.•4..4-•
•

•
• • •

Describe the motion of the object in words:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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3. Consider the position vs. time graph below for cyclists A and B.

S
><

a. Do the cyclists start at the same point? How do you know? If not, which is ahead?

b. At t 7s. which cyclist is ahead? How do you know?

c. Which cyclist is traveling faster at 3s? How do you know?

d. Are their velocities equal at any time? How do you know?

e. What is happening at the intersection of lines A and B?

f. Draw a motion map for cyclists A and B.

Om

A

5 t(s)
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4. Consider the new position vs. time graph belov for cyclists A and B.

Previous graph E New graph

b. How does the motion of cyclist B in this graph compare to that of B in question 3?

c. Which cyclist has the greater speed? How do you know?

d. Describe what is happening at the intersection of lines A and B.

e. \Vhich cyclist has traveled further during the first 5 seconds? How do you know?

f. Draw a motion map for cyclists A and B.

Om

5 t(s) 5 t(s)
a. How does the motion of the cyclist A in this graph compare to that of A in question 3?
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5. An overhead snapshot of Dorothy and Toto walking along the yellow brick road is shown below.

I

a. From start to finish, who travels farther? Justify your answer.

/

b. Develop two different definitions for measuring how far” something travels.

/

A
/

I

‘I

I
I
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Week2

4/27- 5/1

Name______________________________________________

Date__________ Pd
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Constant Velocity Particle Model Worksheet 5:

Motion Maps and Velocity vs. Time Graphs
Sketch velocity vs. time graphs and motion maps corresponding to the following descriptions of the motion
of an object.

1. The object is moving in the positive direction
at a constant (steady) speed.

\‘lotion Tvlap:

Om

I time

2. The object is standing still.

Motion Map:
n >.urn

C.)

I
+ time

3. The object moves in the negative direction at a
steady speed for lOs, then stands still for lOs.

Motion Map:
C.)Om o

time

4. The object moves in the positive direction at a
steady speed for I Os, reverses direction and
moves back toward the negative direction at
the same speed.

>,

. 0Motion Map: o
timeOm >

Draw the velocity vs time graphs for an object whose motion produced the position vs time graphs shown
below at left.
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6.

7.

8. For many graphs. both the slope of the line and the area between the line and the horizontal axis have
physical meanings.

a. What does the slope of a position time graph tell you about the motion of an object?

b. Looking at the velocity time graphs. determine the units for a square of area on the graph.

c. What does the area under the velocity-time graph’ tell you about the motion of an object?
Name_________________________________________

Date__________ Pd
Constant Velocity Model Worksheet 6:
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Velocity vs. Time Graphs and Displacement

1. This motion map shows the position of an object once every second. From the motion map, answer the
following:

. . . . .

I I I I I

a. Describe the motion of the object.

b. Represent the motion with a
quantitative x vs. t graph.

d. Write a math

epresent the motion with a
4uantitative v vs. t graph.

ession that represents the relationship between position and time.

e. From the position-time graph find the displacement from t I s to t 3 s.

f. Find the area under the velocity-time graph from t I s to t 3 s. What are the units of this area?
Describe what this area represents.

2. From the position vs. time data below, answer the following questions.

a. Construct a graph of position vs. time. b. Construct a graph of velocity vs. time.

E

0
4-

U,
0

(I,

C.)
0

>

e (s)

time (s)
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c. Draw a motion map for the object.

Om

d. Determine the displacement from t = 3.0 s to 5.0 s using the velocity vs. time graph.

e. Determine the displacement from t = 7.0 s to 9.0 s using the velocity vs. time graph.

f. Determine the average velocity from t = 4 s to 8 s.

g. Determine the average speed from t = 4 s to 8 s.

Name

Constant Velocity Particle Model Worksheet 7:
Date___________ Pd

t (s)

0

2

3
4

6

7
8
9

x(m)

0
7

4

4
7
10
10

10
)

0

10

E

0
25
U)
0

0

5

— — —

U)

E

Q
0
C)
>

er____!____ -

.i

.

0 5 10
time (s)

t(s)
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Multiple Representations of Motion

Given one motion representation, supply the nus.sing motion represenlations.

x

t

V

Written description:

Motion map:

t
I I I I I

I I

I I P
I

I
I I

I I
I I
I I

t

Written description:

Motion map:

I I I I I I I
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x

9 t(s)

V

q

I I

Written description:

Motion map:

t

4.

x

+2

‘V

t•

(

Written description:

Motion map:

I I
I-I

—1
I,

t (s)

8

I I I I I
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I Written description:

x Object moves with constant positive velocity
for 4 seconds. Then. it stops for 2
seconds and returns to the initial position
in 2 seconds.

I I

V
Motion map:

t

6.

I I
Written description:

x

I I
I t

V I Motion map: At is

Om 2m 4rn 6m

4 7-r t
• • <V

stprt

•

I end
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Written description:

position and moves to the left at 2 m/s.
Object B starts at the zero position and
moves to the right at 3 rn/s.

I I I

I I I

I I I

I I I
I I

th objects begin moving at t 0.

I I
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Name

Constant Velocity Particle Model:

Review Sheet

01.J —

50
7

---7---
—— ——— ——

— ——

/

.

01234567
2. Shown below is a veloc(s. time graph for an object.

a. Describe the motion of the object.

4.

2 .

ETh

t (s)

d. Find the displacement from t 0 s to t 5 s. Explain hox you got

your answer.

ii t 0 s to t = 5 s. Explain how you got your answer.

1. Consider the following position vs. time graph.

Date___________ Pd

a. Determine the average velocity of the object.

b. Write a mathematical expression to describe the motion of the object.-

20

10

0

Ce

E
>

C.)
0

>

><

-2

-4

b. Draw a corresponding position vs. time graph. Number the axes. You may assume the object starts from
zero position.

-‘

. Fi [dt1e verge el cit frc
—-———- -H

c. How far did the object travel in the interval t = I S to t 2 s?
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f. Find the average speed from t 0 s to t = 5 s. Explain how you got your answer.

3. A bird travels toward zero position, then suddenly reverses direction.

c. Determine the average speed from t = 0 s to t = 20 s.

d. Determine the average velocity from t = 0 s to t 20 s.

e. Find the velocity at t 5 seconds.

a. Find the average velocity from t 0 s to t 10 s.

b. Find the average velocity from t = 10 s to t = 20 s.
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4. A basketball initially’ travels at 3 meters per second for 3 seconds:

a. Describe the motion of the ball after t 3 seconds.

! — ,

b. Draw a quantitative motion map that represents the motion of the object.

I I I

c. How far did the ball travel from t = 3 s to t = 7 s?

5. A racecar reaches a speed of 95 rn/s after it is 450 meters past the starting line. If the car travels at a
constant speed of 95 rn/s for the next 12.5 s, how far will the car be from the starting line? Use the
appropriate mathematical expression and show how units cancel.
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Week 3

5/4- 5/7
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5/4

Car Velocity

• I will post a video of a battery powered car on
Google Class room

• I will provide the change in position and the change
in time

• You will create a Position vs Time graph with the
information that I provide in the video

• You will find the Average Velocity of the car
• Email me a picture of your work to get credit
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5/5

Train Velocity

• I will post a video of a battery powered train on
Google Class room

• I will provide the change in position and the change
in time

• You will create a Position vs Time graph with the
information that I provide in the video

• You will find the Average Velocity of the Train
• Email me a picture of your work to get credit
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5/6

Write a short essay about why do
you think one battery operated
toy moved faster than the other.
(Think of Energy Transfer, and

size, ect.)

Week 4
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5/11 5/15

Acceleration
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Review

t Remember that:

Speeci is a measure of
clistcince over time

How long it takes you to
get from one place to
another

Scalcir vs Vector

Scc*Iar (Just ci number)

Distance

Speed

Mcignitvcle of Accelerction

D Vector (A Number and A Direction)

Displacement

Velocity

Accel erci fT on

Velocity was speed in ci
direction
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What is acceleration?

Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity.

A change in velocity can he caused by:

Change in speed

uSpeed up or slow down

Change in direction

3 ways to cause acceleration

Increasing speed
Example: Car speeds up at green light

Decreasing speed
Example: Car slows clown cit stop light

Changing Direction
Example: Car takes turn (can be cit constant speed)
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Zero Acceleration

lor acceleration to he zero, the velocity cannot
be changing

ONLY when you are traveling at a constant speed
in one direction

So, would it still be zero if you were traveling at
a constant speed in a circle?

The Math

cAcceleration = a = change in velocity
divided by the change in time

A Vf-V1

t

E Units = rn/s2
rn/s2 At.WAYS means ciccelercition

0 G O n ;sv” acr,d fid
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FORMULAS:

El T = Vf— V1

A

iVf(Axf)+ VI

The numbers never lie...

A SMALL acceleration means velocity is increasing
gradually

A LARGE acceleration means velocity is increasing
rd p1 ci ly

El A POSITIVE acceleration means cm object is
speeding up

A NEGATIVE acceleration means an object is
slowing down

This is called deceleration

ElAVf-V

t

w
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Example

cYou are driving from school home and
your velocity goes from 1 0 rn/s to 40
rn/s in 5 secs.

Li What is your acceleration?

Example

ci If a football is thrown from rest with an
acceleration of 8.5 rn/s2, and had an
final velocity of 25m/s, how long was
the football accelerating?
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Gravity and Acceleration

Gravity is the force that pulls

everything toward the center
of the Earth

Acceleration due to Gravity = 9.8m/s2

In ci vacuum, things fcill towards the earth cit
9.8m/s2 every second

A vacuum is ci space entirely void of matter

When not in a vacuum, air resistance will slow down a falling object.

Ball and a Feather in a Vacuum

YouTube this video. Actually, pretty cool.
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Gravity and Slinky!

o Just cuz it looks cool..

The top of the slinky

Is falling, but the bottom

Of the slinky is trying

To recoil back to the top

Of the slinky.

YouTube this video too. “Slinky Gravity Experiment”

Falling From Space

o In ci vacuum, things fall towards the earth at
9.Bm/s2 every second

Jumps from over 24 MIlES up

At exactly 1 second, traveling at 9.8m/s

C At exactly 2 seconds, traveling at 1 9.ám/s

C At exactly 5 seconds, traveling at 49m/s
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I’m sure that all of you have heard of this. Watch the
19mm video on this. This is the science behind this

man falling.

Gravity and Acceleration

In real life, sometimes wind resistcince causes
objects to stop accelerating and reach a maximum velocity

tI3Ir,

This is what causes

“Terminal Velocity”

Terminal Velocity for ci falling

Human is -5ó rn,s (‘1 2Omi/hr)

rEeMlL VLOC{W

Law of Universal Gravitation

oTechniccilly, gravity pulls everything towards
everything else

Every object exerts ci gravitational pull on every other
oblect. But the pulls aren’t all equal. They depend on ci
few things

oThe grcivitcitional force between two objects
depends on 2 things:

The MASS of the both objects

• As the masses increase, the gravitational force INCREASES
The DISTANCE between the two objects
• As the distance increases, the gravitational force DECREASES.
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Universal Gravitation: Math

mass of object 1
— 1111 fl12

M2 mass of object 2 gravi
r = distance between 2 objects r
G = universal gravitational constant

= 6.6726x10 N-m2/kg2

What is the gravitational force between you (at 1 5Olhs) and the
earth

F =

r1

F = 6.67428x1 Ol Nm2/k(97219rJ24k*75kg1

63781 00m2

F = 9.8017 N

Universal Gravitation: Math

Compare that to 2 students that each have a mass of 1 351bs

and are only 1 m cipctrt.

F = G(M1 * M)

F = O,67428x10hl22t5 kg *75

I rn2

F= 1.OOlxlO-BN OR 0,000000010011 N

Compare that to graitcitionctl force between you (at I 5Olhs)

and the earth?

F = 9.8017 N
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Now that we have a better understanding of
Acceleration, we now need to know how to graph it.

AccELERATIoN
GRAPHS

Pictui’es ‘oith Even 1ORE words j)-!
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I
RECALL.,.

oM ot i Ofl call 1) C graph e ii

oAccelerat ion is merely a change in
speed over time

oKnowmg this, what do you think
the two axis of our acceleration
graphs are going to be’?

¶

ACCELERATION GRAPHS

o The vertical axis (y) will be velocity (mis)

o The horizontal axis (x) will be time (s)
SLOPE = Acceleration

/4) /
/

/
/

2o

1)

1.0 2 0 3 0 4 2 0 00
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GiAPli1Nu AND AccFmERVrIoN

N:
f) 1 2 3

Time

oWhich of these is a velocity graph,
and which is an acceleration graph’?

I-low can you tell?

VELOCITY VS TIME GRAIHS

oVelocity v. Time graph shows how
velocity changes over time

oANY slope at all shows an
acceleration

e

04

0
Q 0 1 2 3

Time(s
4 5

- ___2

4 5
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DIFFERENT SLoPEs...

oA POSITIVE slope means t,here is

POSITIVE acceleration

Positive acceleration means speeding up

Which of these lines
Vcbdtyvs. Time

has a greater acceleration:

B — it has a greater slope
0

U S tO IS 20 25

Time (s)
35

DIFFERENT SI.oPEs...

A slope of ZERO shows an
acceleration of Orn/s2

• This just means there is a constant speed

• Slope of zero = horizontal line

Which of these lines .

has a greater acceleration? -

______________________

Neither Both are zero

Which of these lines J B

has a greater velocity?
A — It has velocity of l3Om!

051

(I S 10 15 2) 2S iO 3S

‘tin (51
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DIFFERENT Siois,
cA NEGATIVE slope means there is

NEGATIVE acceleration
Negative acceleration means slowing down
Slowing down = DECELERATING

Velocity vs. lime

lines

cTe(pleIdt:on

slope 0 5 0 IS 20 25 30 35
Time (s)

SLOPES: RECAP
Line siopes up Line slopes down
Velocity is increasing Velocity is cleci’easing
Positive acceleration Negative acceleration

Straight Horizontal line
Constant velocity velocity vs. lime
No acceleration

1) 15 205
Timc t(s)
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I
CALcuLI”II; AccELERvI’IoN

o What is the formula for acceleration?

o What is the velocity at 1 s?

oWhat is the velocity at 4 s?

oWhat is the acceleration between 1 and 4 seconds?
—

- (2ni’:—8ni/)

-6nils = ‘)iii/s2 f) 1 2 3 4
3s Tirnes)
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PuTTING IT ALL TOGETHEE
o Tell me what. is happening

for each line

A Decelera.tin.g

_________________________________________

B — Con tnt elo( it (0 ni!)
AND no ac.celeratioii, rI1i 20
i.STOPPED

1T\ I
C—Ace]eiation io1

D — Constant velocity (15 mis) >
B

fhn

________

I Tirnc (s

For all these Notes I will upload videos of me

explaining all of them on Google Classroom in the
near future.

Name_____________________________________________
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Date Pd

Uniformly Accelerated Motion Model Worksheet 1:

Development of Accelerated Motion Representations

1. The data to the left are for a wheel rolling from rest down an incline. Using the position/time data given
in the data table, plot the position vs. time graph.

__

S

(s) (cm)
0.0 0.0
1.0 5.0
2.0 20.0
3.0 45.0
4.0 80.0
5.0 125.0
6.0 180.0
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2. What is the significance of the slope of a position vs. time graph?

3. What is happening to the slope of your position vs. time graph as time goes on?

4. Explain what your answers to questions 2 and 3 tell you about the motion of the wheel.

5. On the position vs. time graph, draw a line which connects the point at t 0 to the point at t = 6.0 s.
6. Calculate the slope of this line in the space below. Explain what the slope of this line tells you about the

motion of the wheel.

7. On the position vs. time graph. draw a line which connects the point at t 2.0 s to the point at t = 4.0 s.
8. Calculate the slope of this line in the space below. Explain what the slope of this line tells you about the

motion of the wheel.

9. On the position vs. time graph, draw a line tangent to the graph at t = 3.0 s.
10. Calculate the slope of this line in the space below. Explain what the slope of this line tells you about the

motion of the wheel.

11. Compare the slopes you have calculated in questions 6.8. and 10. Explain the results ofour
comparison.

12. Consider an object accelerates uniformly. If you were to calculate the average speed of the object for a
given interval of time, would the object ever be traveling with an instantaneous speed equal to that
average speed? If so when? Explain!
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13. Use the position vs. time data to complete the data table to the right. Using the completed table, plot a
velocity vs. time graph on the axes below. Perform a mathematical analysis of the resulting velocity vs.
time graph in the space provided, to yield a mathematical model that describes the relationship between
velocity and time for this wheel.

________ _________________________________________________________________

t . , V Mathematical Analysis:

(s) (cm) (s) rn) (s) m/s)
0.0 0.0

— —

____

1.0 5.0___

—t__
20 200aa_
3.0 45.0 —

a___
4.0 80.0

n___
o______
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14. Based on the shape of your position vs. time
graph for these data, it should be clear to you
that further manipulation of the data is
necessary in order to develop a mathematical
model that describes the relationship between
position and time. Complete the data table to
the right and plot a graph of position vs. time2.
Why were you asked to square time and make
this new plot? In the space provided, perform
the mathematical analysis of the position s.
time2 graph to develop the mathematical model
that describes the relationship between position

and time.
I

(s) (cm) (s2)
0.0 0.0
1.0 5.0
2.0 20.0
3.0 45.0
4.0 80.0
5.0 125.0
6.0 180.0

Mathematical Analysis:
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15. What is the significance of the slope of your velocity vs. time graph? Explain!

16. Compare the slope of your velocity vs. time graph to the slope of your position vs. time2 graph. What

does this say about the significance of the slope of your position vs. time2 graph.

17. Write the equation that relates velocity and time for the wheel using the mathematical analysis of your

velocity vs. time graph.

18. Write the equation that relates position and time for the wheel using the mathematical analysis of your

position vs. time2 graph.

19. What does the area under a velocity vs. time graph tell you?
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Unit4: Uniform Acceleration Name_______________

Worksheet 2 Date Period______

An object starts from rest and speeds up at a constant rate while moving in the positive direction for 6 s.

I. Look at the velocity vs. time graph to the right.

a. What can you sa about the motion of the
blue=object.

red= t 4 6

b. On the graph. draw a blue arrow from the time
axis to the plotted line for each clock reading (t

= 0 through r = 6.0 s). (t = 0 through r = 2.0 s
have been done for ou.)

Each blue arrow is a vector that represents

_________________________________________________

at each clock
reading

i. Why is there no blue arrow at t = 0?

ii. What do you notice about the length of these arro’os?

iii. What does this tell ou about the motion of the object?

c. The e1ocity changes as time goes on. At t= 0 on the graph. a red arrow pointing straight up (along what you

would call “rise”) has been drawn from the plotted line at t = 0 to the value of the velocit) at t = 1 .0 s. The length
of this arro is represents the change in elocity from t 0 to t 1.0 s.

i. This red arrow can also be thought of as a vector representing the

___________________________

at t= 0.

ii. Draw a red arrow of appropriate length for each clock reading from t = 2.0 s through t = 6.0 s.
(t = 0 and r = 1.0 s have been done for you).

What do you notice about the length of these arrows?

What does this tell you about the motion of the object?

d. Dra’a a motion map representing the motion of this object. Choose an appropriate zero position for the position
axis. Make one dot every second. Use bILIe arrows to represent velocity and red arrows to represent acceleration.
Your arrows should appear in length like those ou drew on your graph.
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2. Examine the velocity vs. time graph to the right.
a. Describe the motion of the object.

b. Draw blue velocity vectors for t = 1.0 s to
= 6.0 s. (1 = 0 has been done for you)

c. Draw red acceleration vectors for t = 1.0 s to
= 6.0 s. (t = 0 has been done for you)

d. Dra a motion map representing the motion of this object. Choose an appropriate zero position. Make one dot
every second. Use blue arrows to represent velocity and red arrows to represent acceleration. Your arrows should
appear in length like those you drew on your graph.

e. Is the object speeding up or slo ing down?

3. Examine the graph to the right.
a. Describe the motion of the object.

b. Draw blue velocity vectors for t = 0 to t = 6.0 s.

c. Draw red acceleration vectors for t = 0 to t = 6.0 s.

d. Draw a motion map representing the motion of this object. Choose an appropriate zero position for the position
axis. Make one dot every second. Use blue arrows to represent velocity and red arrows to represent acceleration.
Your arrows should appear in length like those you dre on your graph.

e. Is the object speeding up or slowing down?

red =
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Week 5

5/18- 5/22
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Unit 4: Uniform Acceleration

Worksheet 3b

N a me
Date Period________

a. a qualitative graphical representation of .v vs. 1.

b. a qualitative graphical representation of i’vs. t.

c. a qualitative graphical representation of a vs. t.
d. a qualitative motion map
e. a general mathematical expression of the relationship between a and t.

f. a general mathematical expression of the relationship between v and t.

g. a general mathematical expression of the relationship between a and /.

1.

d.

e.

f.

a.

b.

c.

— p

I

I

t

50 cm
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2.

e.

f.

a

d.

e.

f.

g.

f

a.

b.

C.

a.

b.

C.

- I

t

—

t

—

t

—

t

—

t

t
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d.

3.

cm

71



4.

a.

d.

e.

f.

a

b.

C.

t

A

-

t

—

t

50cm
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D.

When considering problems 5 and 6, assume that the ball does not
experience any change in velocity while it is on a horizontal portion of
the track. Why are you not being asked to write general mathematical
expressions to describe the following motions?

a.

d.

6.

d.

O%r 25cm

b.

c.

I

cm

a.

b.

c.

t

t

—

t

—

—

t

t

t

25 cm 50
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Unit 4: Uniform Acceleration Name________________

Worksheet 4 Date Period______

While cruising along a dark stretch of highway with the cruise control set at 25.0 rn/s (55.0
mph). you see, at the fringes of your headlights, that a bridge has been washed out. You apply
the brakes and come to a stop in 4.00 s. Assume the clock starts the instant you hit the brakes.

1. Draw a physical diagram which illustrates this situation. Indicate which direction you have
chosen as the positive direction, and which position is the zero position on your diagram.

2. Construct a motion map that represents the motion described above, including position.
velocity, and acceleration vectors. Clearly demonstrate how you can determine the direction
(sign) of the acceleration from the motion map representation.

3. Construct qualitative graphical representations of this situation for:
a. x vs. 1,

b. vvs.t

c. a vs. I

Be sure to label the axes of your graphs.
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4. On the axes to the right, plot a quantitatively accurate v vs. t

graph to describe the situation. (Label the axes.)

5. On the v vs. I graph at right, graphically represent the car’s
displacement during braking.

(Hint: Area under v vs. t graph ...)

6. Use your graphical representation to determine how far the car
traveled during braking. (Explain your problem solving
iiiethod.)

7. From the v vs. I graph calculate the acceleration of the car in
the space below. Use this acceleration value to draw a

quantitatively accurate a vs. t graph on the axes to the right.
(Show your work and label the axes!)

8. Using the equation that we have developed for displacement of an accelerating object,
determine how far the car traveled during braking. (Show your work.)

9. Compare your answers to questions 6 and 8. Explain!

.
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UNIT IV: Review

Use the graph below to answer questions #1-4 that follow:

x(m)sO1 r I ,tl”ti;

(s)
1. Give a written description to describe the motion of this object.

2. Draw the motion map for the object. Include velocit) and acceleration vectors.

3. Explain how you could determine the instantaneous velocity of the object at t = 2 s.

4. Assume the initial velocity was 50 m/s; determine the acceleration of the object.

5. A Pontiac Trans-Am. initially at rest. accelerates at a constant rate of 4.0 m/s2 for 6 s. I-low fast
will the car be traveling at t = 6 si

6. A tailback initially running at a velocity of 5.0 m/s becomes very tired and slows down ata
uniform rate of 0.25 mIs2. I-low fast will he be running after going an additional 10 meters?
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I(L)

S. Using the graph below, compare the kinematic behavior of the two objects.

Comparison:

a. Displacement at 3 s

b. Average velocity from 0 - 3 s

c. instantaneous velocity at 3 s

isA>B,A<B,orA=B, How do you know?

V

7. For each of the position vs time graphs shown below, draw the corresponding
vs t, a vs t. and motion map.

• (+)1 +i

‘9

I.

I

(+L)

.* L(+)
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Now go back to the videos of
the battery-operated car and
train. If you still have your
data great! But if you lost it

you will need to find the
Velocity of them again.

Now that you know the velocity
of the 2 objects now, we can

find the Acceleration.

Find the acceleration for both
the battery operated car and

train.
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Week 6
REVIEW

5/25- 5/29
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Name

Date____________ Pd

Scientific Methods Review: Graphical Analysis
1 . A friend prepares to place an

online order for CD’s.

a. What are the units for the slope
this graph?

b. What does the slope of the
graph tell you in this situation?

c. Write an equation that describes the graph.

ci. Provide an interpretation for what the yintercept could mean in this situation.

2. The following times were measured for spheres of different masses to be pushed a distance of
1 .5 meters by a stream:

10.2
10 17..,
15 23.8
20 31 .0

b. Write a clear sentence that describes the relationship between mass and time.

60

40

20

0
0 2 6 8

music (corv pact discs)

of

a. Graph the data by hand on the grid provided and
write a mathematical model for the graph that
describes the data.
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3. A student performed an experiment with a metal sphere. The student shot the sphere from a
slingshot and measured its maximum height. The sphere was shot six times at six different angles
above the horizon.

a. What is the relationship being studied?

b. What is the independent variable in this experiment?

c. What is the dependent variable in this experiment?

d. What variables must be held constant throughout this experiment?

4. a. What type of relationship does accidents vs. age
this graph suggest?

20

b. What variables would you plot
°

to linearize the data?

ace (years)
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5. Consider the graph at right.

_____

a. Write a mathematical
expression that describes the
relationship.

b. Provide an interpretation for
the v-intercept.

_____ ___________________________________

c. Using the equation. predict how many applications would be needed to earn S8000.

6. For each of the following graphs:

• Describe how you voulcl linearize the graph.
• Assuming a linear test plot results. write the equation that would describe the straight line

produced.

a.
y

5000

3CJ

icco

scholarships vs. effort
zzzzzz:

inear Fr For Data Set schoFarshrps

S = rrrE.b

rrr (Sloor) 500 dollatr opQteatronr

5 (V—IntrOOpt) 0 doltars
Correrator 1.00

RrtSE 0 doilart

4 6 50
effort (000datces)

xb.

y

y

c.
x

x
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Significant figures:

Measurement rules

1. When reading a measurement device, if the scale is to the tenths. I can estimate to the

2. When reading a measurement device, if the scale is to the hundreds, then I can estimate to the

3.
I I I I I I I

_________________(—)

4. I I I I I I I

_________________(—)

Rules of zero
Report the correct number of significant figures in each measurement.

1. 200.504g

2. 4090rn1

3. O.008603g

Report your answer to the correct amount of significant figures following sig fig rules for
multiplication/division, or addition/subtraction.

I. 34.20g + 2.9g + 16.238g

2. 18rnl xO.034g

3. 92.055ml — 24.04rn1

_________

4. 103.Ilbs!6.3in

__________
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Name

Energy Review — Everything.

L Consider two identical balls rolling down hills with two different angles of incline. Both balls
start from rest at the same height (point A), reach the bottom of the hill (point B), then roll along
a flat surface to reach point C. Assume that there is no friction or air resistance.

a. Draw in a zero potential energy reference line on the diagram. Why did you choose that
location?

b. Assume that earth, ground and the ball are in your system. Draw three pie charts for points A, B
and C for both Case I and Case II. How do the sizes of the 6 pies compare?

Schema A

c. In Case I. will the ball be travelling faster at Point B or Point C?

d. Will the ball be travelling faster at Point B in Case I or Case II?

e. Now assume friction acts. Everything is still in your system. Dra\\ three pie charts for points A,
B and C for both Case I and Case II. How do the sizes of the 6 pies compare?

Schema A B C

Case I A Case 11

B C B C

Case I

Case II

B C

Case I

Case II
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f. (with friction) In Case I. will the ball be travelling faster at Point B or Point C?

g. (with friction) Will the ball be travelling faster at Point B in Case I or Case II?

2. Match the locations of a ball
rolling on the track with the five
pie charts below. Assume that
the light color is EG and the
darker shading is EK. Make sure
to show where the zero
gravitational potential energy
line is. Is the track frictionless
or not? How can you tell?

3. A lump of clay is held above the floor and then dropped. It hits the floor. Assume point A is just
before it is released, point B is just before it hits the floor and point C is immediately after it hits
the floor. Assume that there is no air resistance and that everything is in your system.

a. Draw a schema and three energy pie charts for points A, B and C.

Schema A B C

5

2

4

E
B C D
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b. Now repeat the process, assuming that only the lump of clay is in your system.

Schema A

c. Is energy conserved in the system used for part a? How do you know?

d. Is energy conserved in the sYstem used for part b? How do you know?

e. How can energy be conserved in some cases and not others?

f. As the clay hits the floor, is more energy dissipated in the floor or in the clay? How do you
know?

4. Tarzan is standing on the edge of a cliff when a tiger threatens him. A
vine happens to drop from a nearby tree. and Tarzan steps off the cliff
and begins to swing. Assume that there is no air resistance, and that
everything is in your system.

a. When he reaches his highest point on the right hand side, how high will he
be? Show this point on the diagram, and label it C”.

b. Sketch in the zero potential energ line. Explain why you chose that position.

c. How would your graphs change if air resistance did act?

5. A student lifts a heavy box from the floor over her head, and holds it there.
stationary. Assume that the ground. the box and the earth are in our
system. Draw a schema. indicate the system with a dashed line, and then
complete the bar charts below for the given system.

-L a

B C

B
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Point B

c. Sketch the bar graphs showing how the energy might be stored in the system at points A, B. C
and D. For each graph. state how many of units of energy are stored in the system at that point.

6. A grocery cart rests on a compressed spring
as shown. The spring is released and
begins to push the cart. By Point B. the
spring is completely stretched and the cart
no longer is touching it, though it
continues to vibrate. Assume air
resistance/friction acts, and the cart just
makes it to point D.

a. Sketch the zero En line.

b. Draw a schema for the situation. Assume everything is in your system.

E. E. EK Ei. Ech E1 E; E,. Ei) E E E. E E ; EK E1-. E

Units ot Energy
of Energy

Units ot Energy Units ot Energy Units

d. Now assume that only the cart is in the system. If the energy in your system changes between
points, note where the energy was transferred from/to.

Point A
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E1j. E( EK EI), Ehcrn E11 E EK El) EClm E11 EG EK El) E.1 E) EK E1 Eu

PointA PointB PontC PointD

e. Which energy transfer mechanism was involved betxeen A and B? B and C? C and D?
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Na ni e

Constant Velocity Particle Model:

Review Sheet

—

b. Write a mathematical expression to describe the motion of the
object.

2. Shown below is a velocity vs. time graph for an object.

a. Describe the motion of the object.

-4

I

time (s)

d. Find the displacement from t = 0 s to t = 5 s. Explain how
you got your answer.

Date__________ Pd

bb —
:; —

1. Consider the following position vs. time graph.

a. Determine the average velocity of the object.

A

/

.-itJ

7

- -/-
—

/

01234567
(s)

20

10

0

U,

E
>‘

C.)
C
a)
>

x

2

a

-2

p

b. Draw a corresponding position vs. time graph. Number the axes. You may assume the object starts
from zero position.

c. How far did the object travel in the interval t = 1 s to t 2 s?—

—

t (s
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e. Find the average velocity from t = 0 s to t 5 s. Explain how you got your answer.

f. Find the average speed from t 0 s to t 5 s. Explain how you got your answer.

3. A bird travels toward zero position, then suddenly reverses direction.

c. Determine the average speed from t 0 s to t = 20 s.

a. Find the average velocity from t 0 s to t = 10 s.

b. Find the average velocity from t = 0 s to t = 20 s.

d. Determine the average velocity from t 0 s to t = 20 s.

e. Find the velocity at t = 5 seconds.
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4. A basketball initially travels at 3 meters per second for 3 seconds:

a. Describe the motion of the ball after t = 3 seconds.

— — : —
—

b. Draw a quantitative motion map that represents the motion of the object.

c. Ho\v far did the ball travel from t 3 s to t 7 s?

5. A racecar reaches a speed of 95 rn/s after it is 450 meters past the starting line. If the car travels at
a constant speed of 95 m/s for the next 12.5 s, how far will the car be from the starting line? Use
the appropriate mathematical expression and show how units cancel.
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UNIT IV: Review

Use the graph below to answer questions #1-4 that follow:

x(m)50 — I

2 4 6 8

1. Give a written description to describe the motion of this object.

2. Dra the motion map for the object. Include velocity and acceleration vectors.

3. Explain how you could determine the instantaneous velocity of the object at t 2 s.

4. Assume the initial velocity was 50 mIs; determine the acceleration of the object.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

5. A Pontiac Trans-Am, initially at rest. accelerates at a constant rate of 4.0 rn/s2 for 6 s. I-low fast
will the car be traveling at t 6 s?

6. A tailback initially running at a velocity of5.0 rn/s becomes very tired and slows down at a
uniform rate of 0.25 m/s2. Ho\ fast w ill he be running after going an additional 10 meters?
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7. For each of the position vs time graphs shown below, draw the corresponding
v vs t, a vs 1. and motion map.

8. Using the graph below, compare the kinematic behavior of the two objects.

t

Comparison:

a. Displacement at 3 s

b. Average velocity from 0 - 3 s

c. Instantaneous velocity at 3 s

is A > B, A < B, or A = B, How (10 you know?

vI

I I (IL)

‘U
l()

(+)

.—..--—-.* I (+)
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